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Whenever you find a company doing exceptionally well then it is time to look for the owner or the
main moderator of the company because that is the person who can actually make a venture a
success or a failure. Team TAG is a big name in the world of marketing and customer acquisition
and retention, the name behind this company is Jaime Hepp who is the current president of the
company which always dreams to reach the sky and with their skills and best resources they have
achieved a lot in the market too.

Jaime Hepp was born in Humboldt, a place in Saskatchewan, Canada and spends his growing up
years there. He attended the University of Saskatchewan and then started his career in sales and
marketing with a firm in Vancouver back in 1994. He is a board member of the boys and girls club of
Venice and is one of the best businessmen around world. He is currently running his business in
Los Angeles and because of his leadership skill the team tag company has got so much success as
a marketing company. The person is a big asset for the company and he look forward in creating
and acquiring more of them from the market.

Jaime Hepp has a great sense of business and he seems to know what is appropriate for his
company at a certain time. The person has 13 years of experience in the field of marketing and
sales and his efforts have made him win the award in corporate leadership announced by the same
club where he is a board member. As far as the company he is related with is concerned there are
200 people working under him and he has gained a great reputation in the market for himself.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a Jaime Hepp, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a Jamie Hepp!
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